CRANKPIN REPLACEMENT INSTRUCTIONS
FOR #15226 JIG/SCROLL SAW AND #82088 CROSS/GOURD SAW

STEP 1
Use screwdriver to pry off the cover.

STEP 2
Rotate crankpin until shaft is pulled in as far as possible. If separated from link, push shaft in as far as possible.

STEP 3
Remove collar from shaft.

STEP 4
Remove four screws holding crankcase.

STEP 5
Remove crankcase and rotate plastic link as shown so that shaft can be removed. Note: If link and shaft are already separated because pin fell out, remove link, shaft and pin.

STEP 6
Note replacement link has bearing which protrudes on side away from motor.

STEP 7
Install all parts in reverse order from disassembly.

STEP 8
Note that set screw on collar should be positioned at 90° from slot in shaft.

STEP 9
Final adjustment: Run the saw and adjust the “tightness” of each of the four crankcase screws so that the saw runs freely (without loading down).
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